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A Global Legal Empowerment Network: 
Learning from Others, Growing the Movement

H. Abigail Moy

For the estimated four billion people who fall outside the pro-
tection of the law,1 human rights exist only as a lofty concept, with no 
real impact on daily lives. Too many barriers – whether cost, dysfunc-

tion, corruption, abuse of power, or unjust laws – inhibit people’s ability to 
meaningfully enjoy their basic rights.

Legal empowerment strategies bring human rights to life by finding 
practical ways of overcoming these challenges. Grassroots efforts, drawing 
inspiration from legal aid and access to justice traditions, help people to 
regularly exercise their rights, or to access remedies when said rights are 
violated. These measures go hand-in-hand with institutional reforms that 
enhance government responsiveness to the assertion of rights by citizens 
and communities. 2

In India, for example, Namati utilizes legal empowerment techniques 
to improve the enforcement of laws that protect the rights of communi-
ties affected by industrialization along the Kutch coast in Gujarat state. 
Throughout the region, fishing grounds and estuarine landscapes that sus-
tain many livelihoods are in increasing demand by industries, which ben-
efit from the area’s abundance of water and accessibility to ports. However, 
firms rarely suffer consequences for flouting the environmental regulations 
that preserve local residents’ basic rights to life, livelihood, and natural re-
sources. Namati works with communities to develop and implement strat-
egies for raising public awareness of regulations, documenting violations, 
advocating for regulatory enforcement on the basis of gathered evidence, 
and pursuing impact litigation in the event of continued inaction. 

Practitioners have deployed these and other legal empowerment tech-
niques in defense of human rights in a variety of areas. Cases involved range 
from a patient denied drugs at a medical clinic, to an agricultural loan held 
up for a bribe, to a woman deprived of her rightful inheritance, and to a 
prisoner tortured and detained without charges. Viable legal empowerment 
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solutions exist for each of these situations, and many more.3 For all the po-
tential of the legal empowerment approach, however, the global community 
of practice surrounding its use is relatively young and undeveloped. 

The Call for a Global Network

In 2008, the United Nations High Commission on Legal Empowerment for 
the Poor proposed global priorities aimed at ensuring legal protection and 
opportunity for all.4 Among its recommendations, the Commission called 
on multilateral agencies, foundations, grassroots movements, and civil so-
ciety organizations to form a global forum and virtual arena for legal em-
powerment. The report also emphasized the need for regional dialogue on 
legal empowerment, the sharing of best practices, the development of pol-
icy instruments for national implementation, and the fostering of regional 
cooperation.5

In the ensuing years, the Open Society Justice Initiative and the World 
Bank Justice for the Poor Program convened leaders from legal empower-
ment movements around the world to take forward these recommenda-
tions. Two initiatives were launched as a result of these discussions: Namati 
– an international organization dedicated to legal empowerment – and the 
Global Legal Empowerment Network – an international community of 
practice that Namati helps to convene.6 

A committee of fourteen respected practitioners from different coun-
tries guides the development of the Global Legal Empowerment Network.7 
The members of this “Network Guidance Committee” lead capacity-build-
ing initiatives in their respective regions, primarily by hosting or contribut-
ing to regional meetings for members of the global network. Thus far, the 
network has hosted regional meetings in Dhaka, Bangladesh; Kampala, 
Uganda; Buenos Aires, Argentina; Jakarta, Indonesia; and an upcoming 
meeting in Amman, Jordan. 

This paper focuses on the experiences of network members from Asia, 
the efforts of the Global Legal Empowerment Network to support their 
work, and techniques for strengthening regional dialogue and collaboration.

Community Paralegals and the Asian Legal Empowerment Experience 

Legal empowerment programs often rely on community paralegals 
to spearhead their grassroots efforts. Community paralegals receive basic 
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training in domestic and human rights law, as well as in skills like media-
tion, organizing, education, and advocacy.8 Like primary health workers, 
paralegals are close to the communities in which they work. This proximity, 
combined with a familiarity with a flexible set of tools, helps them find con-
crete solutions to instances of injustice.9 Some paralegals work with nongov-
ernmental organizations (ngos)—including legal ngos, community-based 
organizations, and membership associations like workers’ unions—while 
others are part of government legal aid programs. They are typically linked 
to a small corps of lawyers, with possible resort to litigation or high-level 
advocacy when frontline methods fail.10

Paralegals have been empowering communities throughout Asia for 
decades, historically as a means of addressing human rights violations com-
mitted under repressive regimes. The methods developed during that time 
also serve paralegals in present-day efforts to foster development, prevent 
conflict, and enhance state accountability.

In the Philippines, for example, the Free Legal Assistance Group de-
ployed community paralegals in response to suppression under the Marcos 
regime during the 1970s.11 Since the collapse of the dictatorship, a num-
ber of civil society organizations and cause-oriented movements, including 
farmers’ and fisherfolks’ associations, have adopted the paralegal model un-
der the banner of “alternative lawyering.”12 In Indonesia, community para-
legals trained by legal aid institutions have played a role in social justice 
movements since the 1980s. Working as community organizers for margin-
alized groups during Soeharto’s New Order, paralegals supported peasants 
reclaiming land and natural resources, women demanding gender equality, 
and labor unions seeking better working conditions.13 In rural China dur-
ing the 1980s, the state established village mediation committees and legal 
services offices staffed by community paralegal equivalents – volunteers and 
grassroots legal workers as opposed to professionally qualified lawyers.14 In 
recent years, networks of self-educated “barefoot lawyers,” enabled by laws 
permitting citizen-representatives in civil and administrative litigation, have 
been disseminating legal knowledge and filing lawsuits against government 
bodies and officials on behalf of aggrieved citizens.15 

Many more examples exist, contributing to a legal empowerment land-
scape in Asia that is diverse and thriving.16 The region is host to numerous 
paralegal startups, law school clinics, and umbrella organizations pooling 
years of collective legal empowerment experience. Given the region’s wealth 
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of knowledge and experimental activity in this field, the organizers of the 
global network’s meetings chose paralegal programming as their focus. The 
meetings offered paralegal practitioners opportunities to learn from inter-
national experts and one another, and to explore comparative methods for 
tackling common challenges.

Regional Meetings: Opportunities to Learn, Share, and Collaborate

The Global Legal Empowerment Network has thus far hosted two meetings 
for the Asian region:

•	 The South Asian Monitoring and Evaluation Practitioner’s Fair, 
hosted by Namati, brac, Multiple Action Research Group (marg), 
and the Open Society Justice Initiative on April 19-20, 2012 in 
Dhaka, Bangladesh. Over fifty participants from ten countries 
attended.

•	 The Southeast Asia Regional Meeting on Legal Empowerment, 
hosted by Namati, the Indonesia Legal Resource Center (ilrc), 
tifa Foundation, and Open Society Justice Initiative on November 
6-7, 2012 in Jakarta, Indonesia. Over sixty-five participants from 
fifteen countries attended.17

The meetings sought to develop skills in areas where network mem-
bers had noticed a dearth of regional resources. One key theme involved 
methods for evaluating the impact of legal empowerment efforts, and for 
adapting program activity accordingly. Training on this issue targeted data 
management, case management, and system design for paralegal programs. 
Another central issue entailed the training and supervision of paralegals, 
particularly for work with sensitive issues, vulnerable populations, or inse-
cure situations. The meetings also explored various strategies for strength-
ening paralegal practice, including techniques for engaging with formal 
authorities, state institutions, and customary leaders; for advocating for 
national policies relating to paralegals; or for building supportive networks 
and retaining high-quality volunteers. 

The beneficiaries of these meetings included legal empowerment practi-
tioners of all kinds: directors, managers, and trainers of paralegal programs, 
as well as paralegals themselves; lawyers and other legal aid service pro-
viders; staff and consultants from multilateral implementing agencies and 
donors; and government officials, academics, and researchers. The meet-
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ings brought together practitioners from across a number of disciplines, 
including land and natural resource rights; women’s empowerment and 
gender-based issues; criminal justice and prisoners’ rights; accountability 
of essential services; mediation and dispute resolution; and labor rights and 
economic empowerment. 

Meeting agendas were composed of a mix of presentations, interactive 
modules, and moderated discussions. Experts from various regions of the 
world, in many cases drawn from the Network Guidance Committee, ad-
vised and trained participants during these sessions. Participants, for their 
part, arrived with concrete challenges, cases, and monitoring and evaluation 
(M&E) plans, which they proceeded to workshop throughout the meetings. 
At the close of each meeting, select participants presented on the feedback 
they received, and elaborated on the potential next steps they would pursue 
upon return.

Interactive Learning Sessions

At the outset, meeting organizers agreed that knowledge transfer could best 
be facilitated through engaging, interactive activities. Below is a sample of 
learning sessions from the regional meetings. 

Expert-led Fair & Discussion Groups
The Dhaka meeting combined expert presentations on M&E methods 

with a mela,18 wherein each expert set up a table as a fair stall focused on 
a particular method or set of methods. Participants were invited to freely 
move around the room to ask additional questions on the methods and get 
one-on-one feedback from resource persons on their M&E plans.

The experts, also referred to as “resource persons,” opened by explain-
ing in turn the fundamentals of the monitoring or evaluation method in 
which they specialized. Each resource person tied the approach to his or 
her own experience in evaluating legal empowerment efforts, or to practical 
tools recommended for conference participants. For example, one resource 
person shared the case intake form developed by Timap for Justice in Sierra 
Leone, an organization with which he worked as a paralegal for many years, 
explaining in detail how the form is used and what data is aggregated for 
monitoring purposes. Afterwards, the experts fielded questions on their 
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methods and participated in a moderated discussion on their presentations 
as a whole.

During the fair portion of the meeting, some participants spent the ma-
jority of their time at one table, engaging in deep discussion with the re-
source person and others from civil society groups. Others visited multiple 
tables to ask questions about different components of their M&E plan. The 
conversations at each table were driven by conference participants based on 
their questions and needs. 

At one table, the resource person and participants discussed the use 
of ethnographic methods to inform efforts to grow university legal clinics, 
through analyzing basic and accessible data from student surveys and inter-
views. At another stall, participants developed a peer review mechanism to 
monitor a door-to-door outreach campaign. Those at the table brainstormed 
ideas on aspects of the outreach process that could be measured, such as the 
mobilizer’s effectiveness of communication, attitude, and any change in the 
larger community. At yet another table, a systems expert taught the basics 
of structuring data and using Excel tools for analysis. He enacted a live dem-
onstration based on specific inquiries from participants, and coached them 
on the use of the computer program on their own laptops. 

In the feedback collected at the end of the conference, more than 93 
percent of attendees had a positive view of the usefulness of the one-on-
one feedback and circulation between stalls (7 percent of attendees did not 
respond to the question). As one participant wrote, the fair portion of the 
conference “was interesting and informative in so far as it provided a chance 
to sit back and reflect on one’s M&E framework.” Another wrote, “having 
brief expert presentations was helpful in order to expose participants to the 
methods and generate questions that could be brought to the fair.”

Each One Teach One
At the Jakarta meeting, one of the most successful sessions drew in-

spiration from the “Each one Teach one” teaching method, which encour-
ages groups to learn and teach lessons to each other in rotating groups.19 
Through teaching, participants reinforce the lessons that they learn, while 
benefiting from the opportunity to learn from their peers. 

The session divided participants into six groups. Each was assigned 
an expert in a key area pertaining to the management and monitoring of 
paralegals:
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•	 Organizing and training paralegals
•	 Designing and implementing case management systems
•	 Using case intake forms and procedures
•	 Mechanisms for supervising and communicating with paralegals
•	 Assembling a good case study
•	 Case tracking as a monitoring tool.

To begin, the experts – drawn from the Network Guidance Committee, 
meeting organizers, and experienced volunteers among the participants – 
delivered an instructional presentation to the group on their given topic. 
Afterwards, each group worked closely with their expert to translate that 
information into an instructional presentation of their own, complete with 
visual aids, an outlined lesson plan, and a division of roles among group 
members.

Once prepared, groups were coupled together. Within each pairing, 
groups took turns teaching each other their lesson. Once a “teaching” group 
was satisfied that their partner had absorbed their lesson, they gave the 
“student” group a colored badge to indicate their achievement. A rotation 
cycle ensured that every group had the chance to be paired with every other 
group, until all colored badges had been collected. Notes on each topic were 
consolidated and shared at the end of the session.

Because the meeting was multilingual, visual aids proved particularly 
useful. One expert assembled an interactive diagram of a case management 
system using cards that he taped to the wall. He rearranged the cards to 
demonstrate how to navigate and adapt the system to different situations. 
His group manipulated the same diagram when teaching the lesson to 
others. Another expert conveyed principles of effective paralegal training 
through drawings and simple mnemonics. His group’s sessions consistently 
exhibited high energy and elicited enthusiastic responses.

In a follow-up survey, participants voted the “Each One Teach One” 
module the most useful to their needs, out of all the sessions in the meeting. 
Participants indicated that they gained the most out of the lessons on para-
legal training, case management systems, and case studies. One respondent 
wrote, “structure and systems are even more important than I thought, so I 
will implement that in our work.” Another participant detailed how the fre-
quency and structure of her organization’s paralegal trainings would change 
as a result of the guidelines learned in the session. Participants also offered 
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useful critiques to organizers: they recommended that more time should be 
allocated to each teaching session, to accommodate complex concepts as 
well as questions and answers. Overall, participants took inspiration from 
the session in many ways. As one participant noted, “Each One Teach One 
is a really inspiring participatory method and I will use it in my training.” 

Working groups on concrete challenges
Another popular session at the Jakarta meeting involved collective 

brainstorming around concrete challenges. Prior to the meeting, organizers 
asked each participant to submit one to three challenges currently confront-
ing their paralegal programs. Organizers classified the challenges accord-
ing to common themes. They selected a representative challenge for each 
theme, striving to give every organization a chance to workshop at least one 
of their submitted challenges.

The participants selected to present their challenges first described 
their problem to the general audience. Then, everyone broke up into small 
working groups to collectively brainstorm solutions. Each host participant 
took notes as to the feedback received, shared their thoughts on the ap-
plicability or drawbacks of their peers’ proposals, and drew up a draft plan 
of action, detailing steps that could be taken to address the problem. At the 
end of each session, host participants described their plan of action to the 
general audience, taking additional feedback from the greater group.

While host participants recorded specific, self-contained activities 
wherever possible, brainstorming by nature is a fluid and imprecise exercise. 
Many working groups resembled storytelling circles, in which participants 
who had faced similar problems shared their experiences and solutions. The 
host participants, in turn, understood that many of the solutions proposed 
had to be adapted in light of political, cultural, or security factors. The action 
plans developed by each participant thus reflected this awareness. Typically, 
host participants identified areas meriting further research or ideas that 
they would bring back to their colleagues at home for further discussion 
and development. 

 One host participant, for example, sought out methods for increasing 
respect for paralegals among the state agencies with which they worked. 
She explained that resistance to paralegal requests or pressure hampered 
their ability to resolve cases. Her action plan included recommendations 
from her peers on how to proactively build relationships with state authori-
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ties, whether by inviting them to present at trainings, observe paralegals 
in action, participate in celebratory activities, or enter into memorandums 
of understanding. The host participant also noted broader strategies to ex-
plore, such as cultivating relationships with top-level authorities that have 
influence over the local officials with whom paralegals interact – rather than 
focusing only on the latter – or advocating for legislation or policies recog-
nizing the role of paralegals in the justice system.

Paralegal challenges

The following are excerpts from the challenges submitted for collaborative 
brainstorming by participants of the Southeast Asia Regional Meeting on Legal 
Empowerment.  

“Paralegals work [is] embedded in the local context and their work scope 
includes fact-finding and compiling evidence in communities. However, 
this also implies that paralegals have to work in high-risk areas.  It has 
been reported that security forces threatened members of paralegal 
networks with arrest under the special laws without provision of sufficient 
evidence. What can be done to improve the safety and security of 
paralegals on duty? 

“Paralegals not only communicate between client and lawyer, but also 
are responsible for communicating with state officials such as the police, 
the military as well as public administration. More often, these state 
institutions show a lack of cooperation towards paralegals, since they are 
not real lawyers and thus less respected and of lower hierarchy.  What 
can be done to improve the image of paralegal work and to gain more 
understanding and respect from authorities?” 

“Political interference from political parties affects the impact of the 
activities that [our NGO] conducts in communities affected by land 
grabbing. An example of the difficulties [our NGO] faces can be seen in the 
following scenario: A community protests to the government to get their 
land back. Then opposition parties, civil society and grassroots groups 
get involved in the conflict. The local authority fears that a successful 
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resolution of the conflict would benefit the opposition party, rather than 
the ruling party, from which most high-ranking officers and local authority 
members hail. Thus community representatives are often intimidated, 
harassed and/or imprisoned by the authorities. How can we avoid political 
interference in the cases we are involved in?” 

“[Our NGO] serves migrant workers who were victims/survivors of illegal 
recruitment and human trafficking. Our service providers, especially 
paralegals, are often helpless because in spite of the decision of 
repatriated victims/survivors to file cases against their recruiters (usually 
a foreign agency or employer and the Filipino recruiter on the job site), 
prosecution is not possible since the traffickers /illegal recruiters are 
outside the country.  What can we paralegal practitioners and advocates 
do together that can widen our reach especially to the vulnerable domestic 
and construction workers on the job site in times of crisis?” 

“As an organization working for the fast tracking of the implementation 
of agrarian reform in our country, we partnered with the Department 
of Agrarian Reform to train farmer paralegals in areas with a high land 
acquisition balance of agricultural lands. We were able to conduct 
area visits and closely monitor the progress of the cases and the 
implementation of the reform program through tactical sessions and legal 
clinics. After the project ended, our engagement with the community 
became limited as funding for the project ceased. What tips/suggestions 
can be made to improve the monitoring of the progress of the paralegals’ 
work given that our presence and engagement in the area is limited? 
What sustainability mechanisms can be suggested in order to ensure the 
continuity of the paralegal program?” 
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In their feedback, participants regularly cited “discussing real challeng-
es and solutions” among the meeting’s most important experiences. Host 
presenters pointed to the harvesting of potential answers to their problems 
as a highlight. Several asked for continued dialogue to develop their action 
plans, both online and beyond. In general, participants noted that hearing 
about the comparative experiences of others in the region was both educa-
tional and important to them.

Beyond Meetings: Challenges and Aspirations

While the regional meetings have proven inspiring for many, extending the 
dialogue beyond these face-to-face events presents a unique challenge for 
the Global Legal Empowerment Network. Members speak multiple lan-
guages, are dispersed across many countries, deal with time and resource 
constraints, and often have limited access to internet. Partial remedies exist 
for these barriers to communication, but Namati and network members are 
constantly searching for more effective solutions.

For those with internet access, Namati has built an online platform that 
features a tools-sharing database for practical resources, a question-and-
answer forum, and thematic working groups.20 The website operates in over 
fifty languages, although translation can be rudimentary in some cases. To 
accommodate those who may have reduced bandwidth but able to access 
e-mail, Namati is developing systems that support participation in virtual 
discussions via email and internet browsers alike. 

Web-based technology, however, can only go so far. To complement 
these efforts, Namati and the Open Society Justice Initiative have, on occa-
sion, connected network members with the technical assistance or funding 
necessary to make good on the workplans developed during regional meet-
ings. Only a few of the participants have benefited from these arrangements, 
however, leaving appetite for more.

Namati is currently exploring a number of alternatives for augment-
ing connectivity. Exchange visits, conference calls, national or sub-regional 
training opportunities, and creative usage of sms technology have the po-
tential to enrich learning exchanges between members significantly. Still, 
each option is relatively untested within the legal empowerment commu-
nity, making it difficult to determine their ideal form without some mea-
sure of trial-and-error. As we experiment with different strategies, Namati 
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is fortunate to count on the contributions of Network members, who con-
tinue to share ideas for taking forward the visions generated at the regional 
meetings. 

Conclusion

The Global Legal Empowerment Network was founded on the belief that 
our  global community of practitioners could gain from greater dialogue 
and more collaboration. During the formative consultations that led to the 
launch of Namati and the global network, legal empowerment activists 
agreed that too many programs are working in isolation; they do not benefit 
from empirical evidence or the experience of others. Through the network, 
its regional meetings, and its convening activity, we are closing that gap. 

In the words of one of our meeting participants, “sharing experiences 
from each organization and country; working together to find solutions 
and share challenges; and learning to use legal empowerment as a tool for 
advocacy of human rights” were the three most important things that the 
Network’s regional meetings offered to the community. By cultivating op-
portunities for interaction, the Network offers a forum for practitioners to 
share tools and strategies, to learn from one another, and ultimately to build 
a broader, stronger movement. 
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